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Abstract- Depression is a global common mental disorder, the present study was designed to check the prevalence of etic findings about depression in case of localities, income groups and gender from Faisalabad, findings supported etic findings, regarding localities percentages of prevalence were high in slums as compared with high class localities whereas the presence of depression was more among high class women as compared with women belonging to low income groups.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Depression reflects low mood and aversion to activity and it affects thoughts, behavior and sense of well-being, (Salmans, Sandra 1997). According to European World Health Organization, depression is a “common mental disorder, characterized by sadness, loss of interest or pleasure, feelings of guilt or low self-worth, disturbed sleep or appetite, feelings of tiredness and poor concentration.” A few studies about “depression” in Pakistan reveal that there is an increase in the rate of depression in Pakistan (Rozina, Shanila 2012) moreover, during a lecture Professor Dar observed that 35.7% citizen living in Karachi are subject to depression and overall rate of depression in Pakistani population is 34% as compared with its approximate prevalence in the entire world that to her is 20%. In another gender based study conducted in Karachi 65% women belonging to upper and lower classes studied were subject to depression, (Saima, Zafar, Kazl 2012) Whereas in a past study conducted in the Iceland of Manora Karachi Pakistan among fisherman families only 7.5% women were reported to be subject to depression, (N.Nisar, Billoo, Gadit 2004)

Depression is a global issue and many similar studies are there across the cultures. In an attribution styles study a difference of ‘attribution style was found in different cultures (Craig 1999). In a similar study relationship of attribution with depression was found (Craig and Lynn 1985)

Another aspect of depression that has been widely studied is the relationship of class and depression. In one such study the relationship of socio economic status and depression studied (S. A. Stansfeld, J. Head, M. G. Marmot 1997). There are other multiple studies those studied the relationship of social class and depression. Jain and Aras (2007) in a study founded the relationship of poor socio-economic status and depression. Moreover, Mike (2006) discussed in detail the relationship of social class with depression. In a recent study the relationship of quality of life and depression specially with reference to adolescence discussed (somrongthong, Wongchales, Loasee 2013) In another study in Indian slums it was studied that how do depression along with factor contributes into anti social trends (Ramnath et al 2014). The relationship of low socio economic class and depression also reported in another study (V Lorant et al 2003) (Jennifer et al 2001) determined the cluster of factors those to them are responsible for the social class relation with depression.

There are still a few debates there about depression. Roy (1979) grouped depression into three groups whereas (George and Tirril 1978) are prepared to answer questions regarding their work on depression.

Such importance of the topic of depression in clinical psychological literature specially with reference to social class relationship with depression were the main purpose of present study in order to study etic aspects in the study of depression in third largest urban population of Pakistan, the city of Faisalabad.

II. METHOD AND PROCEDURE

Four Representative areas of slums and high class localities selected in the city of Faisalabad and total number of 120 adults and adolescents not less than 13 years of age volunteer participants 15 each from 8 selected localities irrespective of gender individually tested in the present study on 21 verbal questions of Beck Depression Inventory (BDI-11) by Aaron, Robert and Gregory in (Aaron et al 1996) to assess and not to diagnose the existence of the presence of symptoms of depression among the participants because of its easy administration within 5 to 10 minutes.

III. RESULTS

The minimal and mild depression tested among normal subjects and both categories found, percentages reveal both among participants belonging to slums more as compared with high class localities, whereas the gender based comparison revealed the presence of the inclination of high class women to score more as compared with the women belonging to slums.

IV. CONCLUSION

The study support the presence of etic findings in case of the study conducted in Faisalabad, supporting thereby the use of international mental health classifications like DSM and ICD locally.
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